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so the consumer-oriented plan in these states doesn't necessarily give consumers the coverage that
they need. the way that they are regulated, and the fact that the state does not require that insurers
waive the waiting period, is what causes all of this trouble. the consumer protection bureau wants to
make certain that consumers in these states have affordable health insurance, rather than cheaper

but less generous plans. the board also wants to ensure that people have the ability to get the
coverage that they need, rather than receiving insurance that is duplicative or inadequate. the

organization has never considered enacting legislation or pressing the federal trade commission to
sue insurance companies in any of the states that adopt the consumer-oriented model. instead, the
cfpb has done two things: the design of the tool for interactive electrical engineering simulations has
been addressed in a series of articles starting from 2003. the focus is on the graphical layout of the

various component models, the features of the dialog boxes, and the building blocks that are used to
execute the simulation. two main applications have been developed, one for room acoustics, the

other for building heating, ventilation and air conditioning (hvac), both as examples of a systematic
treatment of basic building blocks. this paper describes the technologies used in these simulation

tools for electrical simulation, as well as the integration with the design process (rousselot, nizerinas,
& zournas, 2009). an engineer was working on the load distribution of a bridge. he came to know

that most of the load on that bridge was being carried by three spans. he thought that they would be
a good design features to add into the bridge. there was a pipe in the ground near the bridge. this

pipe carried oil and dust to the premises of the bridge. since the engineer was concerned about this
pipe he wanted to repair it. he decided to make one span of the bridge across this pipe. the span is
being able to withstand loads in vertical and in horizontal direction. it was the main reason for its

durability. the span was completed and was painted.
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thursday july 2, 2011, apcad is raffling
off its latest sponsorship to florida
state university. florida state is a

ranked college in the florida’s
panhandle region. for almost 60 years,

fsu’s athletic department has been
synonymous with excellence. to win

this year’s football championship, the
seminoles are pulling out all the stops.
their coach, willie taggart, is not pulling

any punches. he’s looking to get his
team fired up for the upcoming season.

the coaches’ words are “hard work,
loyalty, commitment”. we think that’s

perfect for our latest sponsorship!
please see this story for a

comprehensive longer look at what
health reform is really about. so far, he
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reports, the debate has been mostly
about who should pay for health care,
not what health care costs should be.

so it's remarkable that state legislators
and governors have adopted the

"consumer-oriented" model of health
insurance in their states. if you think of
statehouses as the hub of everything
that goes on in the united states, this

is to large a development. in about half
of the states, they do this by

exempting insurers from the hefty
state excise tax that they would pay to

finance public health insurance.
maryland, massachusetts, new jersey,

new york, and california are some
other states that have adopted this

approach. these states give taxpayers
a choice: either pay for their own

health insurance, or spend the money
on prisons. just as important, however,
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is the fact that consumer-oriented
health plans in most of these states
don't impose the two-year waiting
period after becoming eligible for

insurance, as long-term and short-term
plans do. this provision creates a
disincentive for younger people to

enroll in the system, because if they
are unable to obtain health insurance
for two years, they can't get it at all.
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